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Crimes Act 1958 (Vic)

324 Person involved in commission of offence taken to 

have committed the offence

(1) Subject to subsection (3), if an offence (whether 

indictable or summary) is committed, a person who is 

involved in the commission of the offence is taken to have 

committed the offence and is liable to maximum penalty for 

that offence.

(2) Despite subsection (1), a person is not taken to have 

committed an offence if the person withdraws from the 

offence.



Crimes Act 1958 (Vic)
323 Interpretation

(1) For the purposes of this Subdivision, a person is involved in the commission of 

an offence if the person –

a) intentionally assists, encourages or directs the commission of an offence; or

b) intentionally assists, encourages or directs the commission of another offence 

where the person was aware that it was probable that the offence charged 

would be committed in the course of carrying out the other offence; or

c) enters into an agreement, arrangement or understanding with another person 

to commit the offence; or

d) enters into an agreement, arrangement or understanding with another person 

to commit another offence where the person was aware that it was probable 

that the offence charged would be committed in the course of the other 

offence.



Crimes Act 1958 (Vic)

324 Other Offenders need not be prosecuted or found 

guilty

A person who is involved in the commission of an offence may 

be found guilty of the offence whether or not any other person 

is prosecuted or found guilty of the offence.



Elements – assisting, encouraging 
or directing
(Taken from the Judicial College of Victoria Criminal Charge Book at 5.2.1)

1. That someone committed the principal offence.

2. That the accused assisted, encouraged or directed the offender to commit the 

principal offence.

3. That the accused provided that assistance, encouragement or direction 

intentionally.

4. [If withdrawal is raised on the evidence] That the accused did not effectively 

withdraw his or her assistance or encouragement prior to the offence being 

committed.
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